Agenda Automotive Platform at Alpine Europe GmbH

09:30 Registration at Alpine Europe GmbH – Networking coffee: SCHNEIDER
10:00 Agenda – logistics – special welcome: SCHNEIDER
10:10 New DFF members self-introduction NEW MEMBERS
10:30 Welcome by the host – news from Alpine: STEGEMANN
11:00 AP history – and the need for an improved work process: SCHNEIDER
11:45 BLACK MURA – Suggestions and discussion WOLF

12:15 Networking lunch - Group photo STEGEMANN

13:15 Passenger Safety-bonding of flat and curved covers RADERMACHER
14:00 Automotive News from the CES 2016 BLANKENBACH

14:30 Networking coffee break

15:00 AP topics for 2016 – and improved progress visibility: SCHNEIDER
15:30 Wrapping-up, next meetings and closing: BLANKENBACH

15:45 The end..